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Summarizing discussion
**Anti-drug antibodies**

Immunogenicity is found to various degrees for many therapeutic antibodies, resulting in unwanted anti-drug antibody production by the patients. Decades of clinical experience has learned clinicians how to handle immunogenicity of antibody therapeutics. Through monitoring drug and ADA levels the efficacy of the drug is measured, and in case of non-response patients are switched to another therapeutic. Although this has led to effective treatment regimens, the underlying mechanisms, for instance how ADA reduce the drug level, are largely unknown.

The studies in this thesis focused on translating the unwanted clinical effects observed in patients with the immunological mechanisms behind these effects. These include the way in which ADA reduce the free drug level, how ADA may induce adverse events through complex formation, but also why complex formation in many ADA-positive patients goes by unnoticed. In this chapter, the combined results of all studies will be discussed.

**The development of anti-idiotype antibodies**

The immune system has evolved to distinguish between self and non-self and is supposed to only respond in case of danger. Fully human therapeutic antibodies can be considered as ‘self’ and thus should not provoke an immune response. Nevertheless, many fully human therapeutics including monoclonal antibodies are found to be immunogenic.

Characterization of the antibody response towards therapeutic antibodies shows that ADA are generally class-switched and have undergone somatic hypermutation, indicating that this response is T-cell-mediated.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^3\) To obtain such a response, antigen presenting cells (APC) must have phagocytosed the drug and been activated by PRR-ligation in order to migrate to secondary lymphoid organs. There, APCs will have presented peptides to drug-specific CD4+ T-cells to induce differentiation of the latter. Additionally, drug specific B-cells must have been activated by BCR crosslinking. The exact sequence of events that initiate an anti-drug response is not fully known.

Activation of naïve B-cells can occur through antigen-driven crosslinking of BCRs. The exact requirements for BCR-mediated B-cell activation are not entirely clear. Some studies suggest that approximately 10-12 identical epitopes are necessary to provoke an antibody response,\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^5\) but others show that two or three epitopes\(^6\) or even monovalent antigens can induce B-cell activation.\(^6\) The latter two studies however, only analyzed BCR-induced intracellular signaling, and did not investigate antibody production. Furthermore, the threshold for B-cell activation also highly depends on other factors,
in particular costimulatory molecules including complement factors. Additionally, one could postulate that, due to the low affinity of the BCRs of naïve B-cells, multiple epitopes are required, simply because low valency antigens dissociate too quickly to provide proper activation.

As described in this thesis, therapeutic antibodies (including chimeric ones) are almost exclusively targeted on their idiotype, limiting the amount of BCR binding sites per antibody to two. Therapeutic antibodies are therefore presumably not able to sufficiently activate drug-specific naïve B-cells. Likewise, phagocytosis of monomeric antibody therapeutics by APCs is unlikely due to the lack of receptor binding and crosslinking, hence preventing activation of drug-specific T-cells. Therefore, at first sight, it seems that the ADA response observed in patients would not be induced by monomeric therapeutic antibodies.

However, multimers of therapeutic antibodies can be present in various ways. Aggregation of a therapeutic product is found to be a major contributing factor of immunogenicity in animal studies. Aggregation may take place during the many antibody production steps or during storage (e.g. due to shaking of vials, freezing or heating), and manufacturers take great care to prevent this. However, especially in patients that chronically use high dosages of therapeutic antibodies, elimination of any type of aggregation is challenging.

Apart from aggregation caused by production and storage, antibody complexes may also form in vivo. The most evident way is via target binding; for example binding of anti-TNF therapeutics to TNF. As discussed in Chapter 3, each trimeric TNF molecule can be bound by three anti-TNF antibodies, thus forming a trimeric complex. These trimers are likely phagocytosed, albeit with low efficiency, and peptides of the complex will be presented.

Next to soluble targets, monoclonal antibodies may also bind cellular targets. Although these might not be defined as immune complexes, they do facilitate phagocytosis. Cell depleting therapeutics will be cleared along with the opsonized target cell, and receptor blocking antibodies that do not induce cellular phagocytosis will eventually be cleared once the cell has reached its maximum life span. Phagocytosis by APCs and subsequent presentation to drug-specific T-cells is therefore likely a natural event for therapeutic antibodies. Thus, in case T-cell epitopes are present in the therapeutic product, T-cell activation seems not to be a limiting factor for immunogenicity, even without aggregation of the original product. Furthermore, the eventual production of
ADA may promote complex formation, phagocytosis and peptide presentation and could boost the initial immune response.

Activation of naïve B-cells by in vivo formed complexes may be a much more complicated event. Since the response towards antibody therapeutics is highly restricted to the idiotype, the BCR binding site is shielded once the drug binds its target, greatly limiting the amount of free epitopes for BCR crosslinking. For instance for the TNF:anti-TNF trimers, three Fabs are involved in target binding and three Fabs are exposed, and these complexes are presumably too small to activate naïve B-cells. However, once drug-specific B-cells are activated, for instance by aggregates in the product, and the BCR affinity has increased, TNF-anti-TNF trimers may induce crosslinking and thus boost the anti-drug response.

Therapeutic antibodies against cellular targets may activate B-cells via a quite distinct route compared to antibodies towards soluble targets. Complexes of antibodies and their soluble targets will probably come in contact with drug-specific B-cells through diffusion via the lymphatic system. With the exception of antibodies towards cells residing in the lymph node (e.g. natalizumab), antibody-coated cells are unlikely to take this route, thus preventing interaction with drug-specific B-cells.

A recent study by Heesters and colleagues however, showed that complement-coated immune complexes could be transported to the lymph node by non-cognate B-cells via complement receptor 2, to be delivered to follicular dendritic cells. These cells were then found to internalize the complexes, after which they were recycled to the membrane while still bearing complement components, to be presented to cognate B-cells.

This mechanism might also be applicable for antibody-opsonized cells and could explain, at least in part, the B-cell activation found towards cell-targeting antibodies. Therapeutics inducing complement dependent cytotoxicity (CDC) coat the target cell with complement components. Similarly, targeted cells that go into (drug-mediated) apoptosis are presumably coated with complement as well. Either through lysis or via apoptotic blebbing, fragments of the complement- and drug-coated membrane of the target cell will be released. In a similar way as described by Heesters and colleagues, these fragments could be presented to drug-specific B-cells, assuming that not all Fabs of the drug are occupied. However, it remains to be determined whether antibodies stay attached to the complex during the recycling process, since in contrast to complement components, these are not covalently bound. Similar experiments as described by Heesters and colleagues could be performed with drug-coated target
cells to determine whether this scenario occurs in vitro and in vivo, possibly uncovering a piece of the anti-idiotypic puzzle.

In conclusion, some form of aggregation or complex formation is required to obtain the class-switched ADA response as observed in patients. Target binding may on the one hand facilitate phagocytosis and subsequent T-cell activation, but on the other hand impair B-cell activation by shielding the BCR binding site. Multiple mechanisms are possible that eventually induce B-cell activation and ADA production, but the exact events remain to be determined.

Neutralization and clearance

Antibody formation towards therapeutic antibodies is strongly associated with lower drug levels, but little is known about the mechanism that causes this association. Two frequently proposed mechanisms include neutralization and increased clearance due to complex formation. Previous work by our group (van Schouwenbrug et al.14) showed that the large majority of ADA to adalimumab competed with TNF for the antigen binding site, indicating that in this case, neutralization plays a significant role in lowering the drug concentration. Complementary to these results, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 describe that the ADA response towards all anti-TNF therapeutics as well as to natalizumab is largely neutralizing. Thus, for all five investigated therapeutic antibodies the idiotype was found to be the predominant target of the ADA response, even in case of chimeric and humanized antibodies that contain (many) murine determinants outside of the idiotype. This strong bias suggests that the idiotype of antibodies plays an immunodominant role, and it may therefore be expected that the ADA response towards other antibody therapeutics is directed to the idiotype as well. This would imply that the main mechanism behind the lower detectable drug levels in ADA positive patients is neutralization of drug by ADA.

Neutralization however, inherently means that immune complexes are formed between ADA and drug, which directly relates the process of neutralization to the second proposed mechanism of drug-level reduction, namely increased clearance. Clearance of ADA-drug complexes is poorly investigated, probably since it is challenging to analyze this effect in vivo, let alone in ADA positive patients. In Chapter 7, in vitro experiments with human monocyte-derived macrophages show that complexes of drug and recombinant ADA can be cleared, although the size greatly influenced the efficiency of clearance. Tetrameric and larger complexes were rapidly phagocytosed, while dimeric complexes were cleared much less efficiently. The complex size between a certain drug and ADA may thus affect the significance of immune complex-mediated clearance on maintenance of drug levels. Drugs that are administered subcutaneously likely form
small immune complexes, due to the suboptimal ratio and concentration of drug and ADA. Indeed, in adalimumab-treated ADA-positive patients dimers are found weeks after the last administration of drug, implicating that these very small complexes are not efficiently cleared. It is therefore likely that, for subcutaneously administered drugs, ADA predominantly lower the drug level through neutralization, whereas clearance only modestly affects the drug level.

For intravenously (iv) administered drugs, the contribution of neutralization and clearance might be different. With iv administration the total amount of drug directly reaches the systemic circulation and is immediately bound by ADA. Depending on the concentration and ratio of both antibodies, complexes larger than dimers could be formed, after which these are rapidly cleared. Two studies with humans and cynomolgus monkeys investigated clearance of iv administered radiolabeled drug in ADA positive and ADA negative subjects.\textsuperscript{15,16} In ADA positive subjects, immune complexes the size of dimers but also bigger complexes were formed. In addition, a higher amount of radioactivity was measured in the liver and the spleen, as compared to the ADA negative subjects. Notably, in the patient study this increased radioactivity was only observed after 2 hours but disappeared after 24 hours, indicating that the clearance of these complexes occurs fast. This may explain the ex vivo-observed lack of tetramers and larger complexes in serum of ADA positive patients, even though these could be formed in vitro, as is described in Chapter 7. In case of intravenously administered therapeutic antibodies, it is likely that neutralization and complex-mediated clearance both play a significant role in reducing the drug level (see Figure 1).

**Underestimation of the ADA response**

Alongside the development of antibody therapeutics, considerable improvements have also been made in the assays to measure ADA. Although this has greatly expanded our understanding of immunogenicity, we may still fairly underestimate this immune response.

Initially, assays such as the bridging ELISA could only detect free ADA and as a consequence, only patients with very low or undetectable drug levels were found positive for ADA. Later, drug tolerant assays enabled the detection of ADA in complex with drug, sometimes drastically increasing the percentage of ADA positive patients. For instance, adalimumab was first thought to be immunogenic in around 15% of the patients, but drug tolerant assays revealed that over 55% of the patients was positive for ADA.\textsuperscript{17,18} One important aspect however, is that none of the assays can measure ADA-drug complexes that are already cleared. During treatment, high levels of drug are administered and formation of low levels of ADA will promptly result in dimeric or trimeric
complexes. Once these complexes are cleared, or even when they are only bound to FcγRs, they will be absent from the sample used to measure ADA. The possibility thus exists that adalimumab is not immunogenic in 55%, but in a still higher percentage of patients, if not in all.

Interestingly, for infliximab a much higher concordance was found between the drug tolerant and intolerant assays, as was determined in three individual studies.\textsuperscript{19-21} This supports the idea that adalimumab primarily forms dimeric immune complexes which are not cleared, whereas infliximab forms larger complexes that are rapidly removed from the circulation. This would furthermore mean that the underestimation of immunogenicity is even higher in infliximab-treated patients.

Nevertheless, studies on immunogenicity of adalimumab and infliximab are likely biased in several ways, hampering direct comparison between these drugs. First, a bias may be found in the time points that the samples were taken, which is at trough level. This differs significantly between adalimumab (2 weeks after last dose) and infliximab (8 weeks after last dose), giving infliximab-treated patients much more time to clear immune complexes. Additionally, the drug concentration may be much lower at trough level in infliximab compared to adalimumab-treated patients, reducing the drug interference in drug intolerant assays. Other general differences between therapeutic antibodies may be found in drug dosing, way of target binding, ADA and drug affinity, route of administration, characteristics of patients and diseases, and other still unknown factors. Thus, comparison of the immunogenicity of different drugs is complicated in many ways.

The degree of clearance via ADA-drug complexes therefore probably differs for each drug. Nevertheless, clearance of immune complexes will almost certainly cause an underestimation of the ADA level and thus of the total immunogenicity of many drugs.
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the biological effects of anti-idiotypic immune complexes. Immune complex size is determined by concentration and ratio of both ADA and infliximab. Complex formation inherently neutralizes the drug, and furthermore facilitates clearance, thus lowering the free drug level. Small and moderate complexes have no biological effect, whereas very large complexes activate the complement system, and possibly further activate immune cells. Priming of immune cells by the pro-inflammatory status of the patient may possibly boost the activating potential of complexes. Furthermore, cells involved in clearance may produce pro-inflammatory cytokines, thus causing further activation. These various forms of immune activation may lead to an inflammatory state, causing ADA-induced adverse events.
Infusion reactions and other adverse events

Like all drugs, treatment with therapeutic antibodies may cause adverse events. Provoking an immune response against a therapeutic antibody is seen as such an unwanted effect. Moreover, ADA in itself may cause adverse events as well.

Infusion reactions are not mediated by IgE-ADA

One of the side effects that are associated with ADA positivity are infusion reactions, which are all adverse events that occur during intravenous administration of a therapeutic antibody. Infusion reactions are mainly observed during therapy with infliximab and natalizumab. The symptoms are very diverse, but largely resemble that of a hypersensitivity reaction. The role of IgE-ADA was therefore investigated by several groups, but the lack of a robust assay and a positive control complicated the interpretation of the results. In Chapter 6, a new assay is described to measure IgE-ADA. The common pitfalls of assay development, as described in Chapter 2, were solved and a positive control was constructed for assay validation. Using this assay, we found only a few IgE-ADA positive patients, and moreover their levels of IgE-ADA were generally very low. No association between infusion reactions and IgE-ADA to infliximab was found, implying that IgE-ADA is not the main cause for infusion reactions.

Currently, treatment protocols sometimes include pretreatment with antihistamines to prevent the occurrence of adverse events towards infliximab, assuming that these reactions are type I hypersensitivities. However, randomized controlled trials determining the efficacy of antihistamines as premedication are lacking. In fact, many retrospective and prospective studies even show an increased chance of infusion related reactions after antihistamine pretreatment, although beneficial effects have also been shown. Since type I hypersensitivity can now be largely excluded as the cause for infliximab-induced infusion reactions, it asks for reexamination of the use of antihistamines to prevent or treat these reactions.

However, care must be taken with extrapolating these results to other therapeutic antibodies that cause hypersensitivity reactions, since isolated cases of IgE-mediated reactions have been described. A classic example of this are the anaphylactic reactions observed in several cetuximab-treated patients, caused by pre-existing IgE anti-α-gal antibodies that target this sugar moiety expressed on cetuximab.

Anti-idiotype complexes may have differential clinical effects

The association between IgG-ADA and infusion reactions led us to the hypothesis that infusion reactions are mediated by large immune complexes between drug and ADA (see Figure 1). Large quantities of ADA in the blood circulation encountering
large quantities of drug during treatment could potentially lead to a massive amount of immune complexes, activating the immune system and thus causing side effects. As described in Chapter 7, indeed complexes the size of dimers, tetramers, hexamers, octamers and even larger complexes could be formed using monoclonal and polyclonal ADA. Only the very large complexes (likely bigger than octamers) however, were able to activate complement, and complexes were not able to induce IL-6 production in whole blood cultures. These results suggest that the vast majority of ADA-drug immune complexes will not activate the immune system and thus will not cause side effects. Only in rare situations, anti-idiotype immune complexes may inflict unwanted clinical effects. Patients with very high ADA levels that are treated with intravenously administered drugs in an approximately equimolar ADA:drug ratio may form very large, irregularly shaped complexes that could activate the complement system. The biological activity of complexes may furthermore be influenced by their quantity and the subclass of ADA and drug.

**Complexes of ADA and other therapeutic proteins**

Immunogenicity is not only observed for therapeutic antibodies, but is found for many other therapeutic proteins, possibly also leading to immune complex formation. For instance, in about a third of the hemophilia A patients, replacement therapy with Factor VIII (FVIII) is found to be immunogenic. The polyclonal anti-FVIII antibodies target multiple non-overlapping epitopes on FVIII simultaneously, indicating a broad response and thus resulting in immune complex formation. Nevertheless, immunogenicity is, apart from loss of response, not associated with an increase in adverse events. This might be explained by the low plasma concentration of FVIII (<1.5 nM, corresponding to <0.5 µg/ml), which on one hand could inhibit the formation of large complexes, and on the other hand keeps the amount of complexes limited.

Other protein therapeutics that are frequently found to be immunogenic are interferon (IFN) alpha and IFN-β. Depending of the type of product, about 10-40% of the patients produce anti-IFN antibodies. A discrimination is sometimes made between binding antibodies (Bab) and neutralizing antibodies (Nab). Bab to IFNβ for instance, do not inhibit the working mechanism of the therapeutic, whereas Nab are found to reduce the clinical efficacy. These Bab however, precede the development of Nab, and the possibility therefore exists that the discrimination between the two largely rests in their affinity and quantity. A study on the binding sites of Nab and Bab using linear peptide stretches of IFNβ indeed found identical binding sites for both antibodies. However, this study did not resolve the amount of antibody binding sites on the three-dimensional structure of IFNβ, and it thus remains unknown what type of complexes can be formed. Since the administered IFNβ concentration is generally low, and immunogenicity has not
found to increase the incidence of adverse events,\textsuperscript{44} it is likely that only small complexes are formed.

The formation of high quantities of large immune complexes thus seems to be predominately occurring with monoclonal antibodies, and only in rare cases of high titers and intravenous administration. It is however likely that anti-idiotype complexes alone are not sufficient to induce adverse clinical effects. High ADA levels do not inevitably cause adverse events - many patients with high ADA titers do not have any side effects - suggesting that other factors contribute.

\textit{Antibody isotype}

In patients, prolonged exposure to therapeutic antibodies seems to skew the ADA response towards the IgG4 type, as was found for adalimumab and natalizumab.\textsuperscript{1,2} IgG4 antibodies are known to exchange half molecules, thus forming bispecific antibodies.\textsuperscript{45} This could possibly reduce the immune complex size; exchanged ADA can only bind the drug with one Fab arm, thus blocking further attachment of drug to the complex. In addition, IgG4 antibodies are poor complement activators and have a lower affinity for FcγRs compared to IgG1, thereby reducing the immune activating capacity of complexes. Nevertheless, the IgG4 isotype of natalizumab does not appear to protect against adverse events.\textsuperscript{25,26} It should thus be further investigated to what extent IgG4-ADA has the potential to reduce the biological effects of immune complexes, and what their relationship is with the occurrence of infusion reactions.

\textit{Genetic factors may contribute to adverse events}

A genetic association was found between infusion reactions and polymorphisms in the gene encoding for FcyRIIIb.\textsuperscript{46} Infusion reaction positive patients had significantly more often NA1/NA1 alleles, compared to patients without these reactions. The same study furthermore showed that infusion reactions were associated with ADA formation, but unfortunately they did not calculate the covariance between positivity for the NA1/NA1 alleles and immunogenicity. The NA1 variant of FcyRIIIb has a higher affinity for IgG1 and IgG3 than the NA2 variant, leading to more efficient phagocytosis.\textsuperscript{47} As FcyRIIIb is almost exclusively present on neutrophils, this could increase the pro-inflammatory effect of immune complexes on these cells. Recently, the same group showed that this polymorphism was also significantly more frequent in adalimumab-treated patients with systemic side effects, but the study included only a low number of patients.\textsuperscript{48} Priority now lies on determining whether this polymorphism operates as an independent variable or that immunogenicity biases these results.
Immune cell priming could potentiate the immunological effects of complexes

Even within individual patients, factors contributing to adverse events may fluctuate in time. When looking retrospectively at the ADA levels of infusion reaction positive patients, about half of the patients had similar (high) ADA levels on earlier trough level measurements, whereas these infusions did not elicit adverse events (unpublished data).

The reason for this difference is unknown, but an explanation might be found in the state of disease activity. Since high ADA levels are strongly linked to reduced clinical response or even loss of response, these patients might be treated suboptimally. However, the diseases that are treated with natalizumab (MS) and infliximab (IBD, rheumatic diseases) are characterized by an unstable disease activity. Periods of low levels of inflammation or even remission alternate with flares of high disease activity. Loss of response to the antibody therapeutic may thus not become immediately visible. The expression of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines by immune cells, and possibly also activation of the complement system is closely linked to the fluctuations of the disease.59–62 In RA and IBD, dysregulation of the immune system even precedes the clinical manifestations, and patients may be in a pro-inflammatory state without showing any symptoms.50,51

Over time, an ADA positive patient may thus show significant variation in its inflammatory profile. Possibly, these mediators could prime the immune system into a pro-inflammatory and active state.53 The additional high amount of large immune complexes that form upon treatment may then have differential effects in primed and unprimed patients, leading to a different clinical outcome regarding side effects.

Interestingly, the effect of soluble immune complexes on primed neutrophils have been investigated by several groups. It was found that immune complex deposition on the endothelium increased TNF-primed neutrophil adherence to the vascular wall, as compared to unprimed neutrophils.54 Furthermore, GM-CSF-primed neutrophils were found to strongly respond to soluble immune complexes leading to release of lactoferrin, myeloperoxidase and reactive oxidant species (ROS), whereas unprimed neutrophils did not respond at all.55 Apart from neutrophils, priming may also affect macrophages and fibroblasts,56,57 although the effect of immune complexes on these cells has not been investigated extensively.

Priming with inflammatory mediators may thus alter the response to immune complexes. It might prove worthwhile to investigate the effect of anti-idiotype immune complexes on primed neutrophils or on neutrophils from patients with active inflammatory diseases. This could provide new insight into the in vivo differential effect of immune complexes.
Not all infusion reactions are ADA-mediated

It is important to notice that not all infusion reactions are inflicted by the drug itself. Placebo-controlled studies on natalizumab and infliximab show that infusion reactions are also observed in placebo-treated patients.\textsuperscript{58–60} The broad definition of infusion reactions may be the cause of this, since any adverse event that occurs during infusion (either placebo or drug) is classified as an infusion reaction. The symptoms described are very diverse and vary from mild (headache, fatigue, nausea) to severe (respiratory symptoms, serious allergic reactions).\textsuperscript{58,59} Apparently a considerable part of the predominantly mild and moderate adverse events observed during infliximab infusion are caused by other factors than the drug. This could be for instance the medical procedures themselves or psychological effects, although there are little or no studies done on these causes for infusion-related adverse effects.

Drug-induced infusion reactions can possibly be distinguished from those that are not drug-induced by the difference in type of symptoms. Considerably more symptoms of hypersensitivity (e.g. hypotension, urticaria) are observed in infliximab or natalizumab-treated patients compared to placebo-treated patients.\textsuperscript{58,60} Taking into account that ADA positive patients have a significantly higher chance of developing an infusion reaction,\textsuperscript{25,61} it is likely that the actual drug-induced adverse events are indeed Type III hypersensitivity reactions.

Immunogenicity of next generation antibodies

Research in this thesis has focused on the antibody response towards monospecific antibodies. As explained in the introduction, next generation antibody therapeutics may significantly deviate from this format. Immunogenicity of these next generation antibodies could therefore considerably influence the immune complex formation and alter their effector functions. Although the occurrence of these unwanted effects has not been extensively investigated, at least in part because these drugs are only recently being approved for clinical use, some predictions can be made.

Bispecifics

Bispecific antibodies are mainly developed to treat various types of cancer, and function through physically linking cancer cells to immune cells. The two distinct idiotypes per bispecific molecule inevitably also increases the amount of possible T-cell epitopes, and during development extra care should be taken to prevent this. In contrast, the two distinct idiotypes of these antibodies may protect against the formation of large immune complexes. ADA towards only one idiotype will result in small trimeric complexes, and larger complexes can only be formed in case of (equal) responses to both idiotypes.
Nevertheless, ADA towards only one idiotypes is sufficient to strongly impair the linking-mechanism of the drug.

Human(ized) bispecific antibodies are not yet approved for clinical use, and predictions on their immunogenicity are tricky due to their possibly altered way of B-cell and T-cell activation, and the improved general knowledge on reducing immunogenicity. However, the rat/mouse-bispecific antibody catumaxumab has been approved as cancer treatment. The majority of patients were found to develop ADA, but most interestingly, ADA positive patients responded significantly better to the treatment than ADA negative patients. The authors suggested that ADA-development reflected a stronger overall humoral immune response, which may be beneficial for the patients and might explain the results. Further analysis of the immune response however, suggests that (part of) the ADA are not directed at the idiotype, but at framework regions of mouse IgG. A second explanation could therefore be that ADA bind to the cell-bound catumaxumab, thereby improving the opsonization of target cells.

The murine and rat origin of catumaxumab thus likely provokes a broad ADA response, possibly leading to large immune complexes. Nevertheless, a case study on readministration of catumaxumab showed that this was safe. Possibly, the intraperitoneal use of this bispecific might have prevented systemic adverse reactions.

**Altered Fc**

Altering the effector functions of the drug presumably also affect the effector functions of immune complexes in case of immunogenicity. Mutations of the Fc are described that remove all FcγR binding and complement activation. ADA towards these drugs could result in immune complexes that have only half of the immune activating activity, thus protecting against ADA-mediated side effects. On the contrary, the clearance of these complexes may also be impaired, possibly leading to harmful immune complex deposition.

Improving effector functions, for instance by introducing a mutation to increase C1q binding or by altering the glycosylation for stronger FcγR binding could either promote or reduce their immunogenicity. On one hand, it may lead to increased phagocytosis and stronger T-cell help, but on the other hand it could reduce BCR crosslinking due to the faster clearance of immune complexes. In case ADA are formed, these therapeutics may potentiate the effects of the formed immune complexes, possibly causing more often or more severe adverse effects. Altering the Fc furthermore introduces novel determinants that are potentially immunogenic, possibly resulting in a broader antibody response. Results described in this thesis however, demonstrate an immunodominant
role for the idiotype, even in case of chimeric antibodies, making the occurrence of such a broad response less likely.

Antibody-drug conjugates

For cancer treatment, antibody-drug conjugates (ADC) are being developed in which toxic compounds are linked to tumor-specific antibodies, thereby concentrating the toxic effects on the tumor cells. Only few ADC are approved for clinical use, but their immunogenicity has been extensively investigated.\(^6^7\) An example of this is the therapeutic ado-trastuzumab emtansine, which is found to be immunogenic in 5.3% of the patients.\(^6^8\) Interestingly, the majority of the ADA response was found to target the linker between antibody and drug, as well as other neoepitopes. Results from the first clinical trials show no increase in adverse events in ADA positive patients.\(^6^8\)

The results from this study show that introducing neoepitopes (including those introduced by attaching the linker) may be equally or even more immunogenic than the idiotype. For ADC, immune complex formation might thus not only be determined by the anti-idiotype response, but also by the amount of neoepitopes, and to what extent these can be targeted regarding steric hindrance.

The presence of a toxic molecule furthermore complicates the prediction of immunogenicity and their associated effects. Next to tumor cells, also drug-specific B-cells are bound by the ADC, possibly eliminating these B-cells before they can become plasma cells. This however, clearly does not occur in all patients. Additionally, off-target toxic effects may occur on cells involved in clearance of the tumor cells, as well as on those that clear complexes between ADA and ADC. This could furthermore impair the presentation of tumor antigens, but also of ADC peptides.

In conclusion, some predictions on the occurrence of immunogenicity and their downstream effects can be made for next generation antibodies. However, their true effects will remain uncertain, and animal experiments and clinical studies will be required to elucidate the actual (unwanted) effects of these therapeutics.

Final recommendations

The combined results from this thesis provide a better understanding of the immunological mechanisms behind the clinical effects observed during immunogenicity of monoclonal antibody treatment. This leads to several recommendations for antibody developers and for the clinic, as will be described below.
The concentration of drug and ADA as well as the ratio in which these two are mixed were found to strongly influence the immune complex size, and possibly also influence their associated adverse events. Since high concentrations of both antibodies in a (near-)equimolar ratio resulted in the largest complexes, reduction of immune complex-mediated adverse effects may be achieved by either lowering the drug dose or by preventing the occurrence of an equimolar ratio. Although lowering the drug dose is not always desirable, the achieved ratios could alter by choosing a different route of administration, thereby influencing the formation and location of immune complexes. Local administration is thus preferred over intravenous administration to prevent systemic effects. This should be kept in mind during the development of new therapeutics, especially for those that are expected to be immunogenic. Nevertheless, most favorable is preventing (strong) immunogenicity in the first place.

Furthermore, investigation of the possible causes of adverse events upon infliximab treatment showed that the majority of these reactions are not IgE-ADA-mediated. IgG-ADA however, were already linked to these adverse events in infliximab (and natalizumab) treated patients, and results from this study suggest that this might be due to systemic complement activation. Nevertheless, these results require further investigation, preferably using samples of patients taken during or short after the occurrence of these adverse effects.

The results from these studies additionally suggest that the current treatment and pretreatment to reduce infliximab-induced adverse events could be optimized. As discussed above, antihistamine pretreatment often increases instead of decreases the incidence of adverse events. The lack of clinically relevant IgE-ADA in infliximab-treated infusion reaction patients contributes to the notion that antihistamines may not be effective.

If clinical data indeed confirm the role of complement activation in infusion reactions, possible alternatives for antihistamine treatment might target the complement system, for instance using C1-inhibitor. This treatment exclusively inhibits the classical pathway, which is desired since infliximab treatment already increases the susceptibility for infections. Additionally, the rapid phagocytosis of the largest and thus most immune activating complexes permits the use of a complement inhibitor with a short half-life, further minimizing the chance of infections. Various therapeutic variants of C1-inhibitor are currently in clinical use, including ones with a short half-life of 1.5 hours.69 However, also C1-inhibitor can be immunogenic.
Nevertheless, the most favorable way of reducing ADA-mediated effects, including reduction of the free drug concentration and induction of adverse events, is to stop treatment with this specific drug and if possible, switch to another.
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